From lions to house cats, cheetahs to panthers, and including detailed descriptions and information on each of the 36 species of cats as well as numerous photographs, this is the most comprehensive... The essence of cats; Taxonomy of the cat family -- Species accounts: Cheetah; Caracal; Black-footed cat; Sand cat; Domestic cat; Asian golden cat; Chinese desert cat; Jungle cat; Caracal; African wildcat; Asiatic wildcat; Domestic cat; Asian golden cat; Chinese desert cat; Jungle cat; Sand cat; Black-footed cat; Wildcat (European wildcat, African-Asian wildcat, Domestic cat); Jaguarundi; Ocelot; Oncilla; Margay; Serval -- Lynx (Canada lynx, Eurasian lynx, Iberian lynx, Bobcat) -- Pampas cat; Geoffroy's cat; Kodkod; Andean mountain cat; Manul Buy Cats World Books and get the best deals at the lowest prices on eBay! Great Savings & Free Delivery / Collection on many items. Morris, Desmond, Cool Cats: The 100 Cat Breeds of the World, Like New, Hardcover. £3.79. Got one to sell? Get it in front of 17+ million UK buyers. You may also like. Showing slide [CURRENT_SLIDE] of [TOTAL_SLIDES] - You may also like. Go to previous slide - You may also like. See more ideas about cats, cat books, crazy cats. 10 Fun Products That Prove the World is Obsessed with Cat Butts. Cat lovers can't wait to get their claws on these hilarious cat butt products. Cat Lady Confidential. Cat vs. Dog: The Pet Diaries - a funny book for cat and dog lovers inspired by the "Cat vs Dog - War of the Diaries" meme. Cat Lady Confidential. Cat Lover Gifts.